-Family CMT-422 carrying the non-pathogenic variation S156Y. The variation S156Y was found initially in patient CMT-422.01 presenting a typical CMT2 phenotype. The co-segregation of the mutation with the phenotype was excluded as the sister CMT-422.02, also presenting the CMT2 phenotype, did not carry the S156Y variation. This variation was not found in 260 control individuals.
Supplementary figures
Figure S1 -Family CMT-422 carrying the non-pathogenic variation S156Y. The variation S156Y was found initially in patient CMT-422.01 presenting a typical CMT2 phenotype. The co-segregation of the mutation with the phenotype was excluded as the sister CMT-422.02, also presenting the CMT2 phenotype, did not carry the S156Y variation. This variation was not found in 260 control individuals. SEC Fractions were run on gel and western blots were performed with anti-V5 antibody.
Black arrows indicate the MW as determined by using proteins of known molecular size.
Gray arrowheads indicate strongest bands as determined by densitometry using ImageJ software. The ratio between dimeric and monomeric HSPB1 bands from three independent experiments was calculated. The calculations for the wild-type were also included for comparison. Note that the mutants also monomerize after heat shock. Results are mean values with +/-SEM error bars. Statistical differences to the NHS condition were tested using student's t-test.
